The plan of investigation seeks a further source and it is to be hoped that the ultimate source of greatness is a fact tangible and capable of being appreciated. It is necessary to trace through the evolution which has come to the individual both Sociologically and psychologically to a common source from which point the cause may be foundo
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II. THE SEARCH FOR THE ULTIMATE CAUSE.
A. Evidences of the elements of greatness in humanity.
1-The testimony of Ethnology.
It is in the history of the races, that we find this phenomena traced. Generations have come and gone, and have left hardly a trace of their existence.
Then, suddenly has oome a generation of people whose natural endowments seem to break, into a great mass of production.
Not much is known of the older civilizations long since gone. A few inscriptions, some buried ruins, asd g a * .
all that is left to tell the story. In these inscriptions and from these ruins, archeologists are constructing the past in such a way that it is possible to ascertain fairly clearly that they had the elements of the greatness which characterizes human history. The pyramids of Egypt are still with us, although the brain which planned and executed has long since been lost to the world. Modern thought stands in amazement at the stupendous task which seemed to have been satisfactorily solved. 
5.
fee* the beautiful in art and that .the Grecian ideal has been followed in all phases of life's activity, then, we begin to realize what sort of a civilization it was. The problem is to account for this universal greatness in Greece in so short a time. A people coming from the Ionian shores q few centuries before, mingling with the others found there, giving no indications of great mentality or of genius until it broke forth suddenly and charmed the v/orld with its beauty and grandeuro
The period of the Renaissance showed the same phenomenon, After a long sleep of centuries, there broke forth like-manifestations of greatness^ in various lines of activity which has well nigh equaled the productive geniu3 of ancient Greece. In a short two centuries there was given to the world a group of painters, sculptors, and architects as well as those whoBj produced great things in the realm of religion and literature, in science and dis covery, in statesmanship and diplomacy.
The Testimony of sociology.
To make a man great it is essential to "have a great opportunity for t he adaquate exercise and demonstration of his endowments, without which they remain t+) 12.
aad the oause may be this in part. The various theories of heredity extant show a biological foundation, and in our search for the ultimate cau??e, it will be necessary to go a step further. 
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25. satisfied until it gets it.
It is at this point that Eucken
2-Environment.
With this netural bent and. proclivity to a special purpose, greatness may come all the more quicXly by external conditions, statemen have been made in a day
